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HISTORY
ZIV was founded in 1993 to provide advanced solutions to the electric power industry.
With a commitment to innovation, an open and flexible approach and to teamwork, ZIV has grown to become a leader in INTELLIGENT SOLUTIONS for HV, MV and LV Grids.

"A global vision of the grid enable us to cover all possible solutions, either by providing products or integrating systems."

TECHNOLOGY
An EXCEPTIONAL company, which brings together knowledge in four key areas (protection, control, communications and metering) to offer complete solutions, which are capable of responding to the challenges of the current electrical system.

INNOVATION
ZIV's evolution is based on the R&D&I investment.

Members in many main international technical forums and committees, reinforcing our knowledge base to develop open standard-based solutions.

QUALITY
ZIV's team of professionals has a firm commitment to comply with the corporate quality, safety, health and environmental policies.
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Telecommunications
Flexible solutions
Installs robust and reliable systems.

MS
METROLOGY & EV CHARGING SOLUTIONS

ZIV designs, manufactures and supplies robust and reliable systems for
integrating protection, metering and telecommunications systems.

- Cybersecurity
- Reliability and resilience
- Full commitment to customer satisfaction

Evolution of the industry
Smart Grid solutions
Robust, reliable and resilient

High voltage grid
Transformation & Protection Solutions

HV AUTOMATION
Redundant Systems
Compact TPU

PROTECTION & CONTROL
Transmission S/S Distribution S/S DER Integration

MV AUTOMATION
MV Protection
Transformer PLC Equipment

Partners
A technology partner with the knowledge, experience and skills to deliver solutions that provide intelligence, resilience and reliability to electrical systems worldwide.

- SSE, E.ON, NPG, WPD; SPEN-IBERDOLA, MANWEB-IBERDOLA (GBR)
- JME-EON; PSE; (LAO)
- GRIDCO; (NGA)
- KPLC, KETRACO; (KEN)
- FINGRID; (FIN)
- HC, REE, VIESGO, AENA, GAMESA, ADIF; (SPA)
- SONABEL; (AGO)
- GAMEK, ENE; (BFA)
- SONELGAZ; (BFA)
- NG, SEC, SAUDI ARAMCO; (SAU)
- HEDNO; (AND)
- FEDA; (AND)
- EUROPE:
  - ENDESA, GNF, IBERDROLA; (ROU)
  - EANDIS; (BEL)
  - REN, EDP; (PRT)
  - NEPCO; (JORD)
  - MOE; (JORD)
  - ENEXIS.
- ASIA-PACIFIC:
  - ENERGIA, ROCHESTER GAS & ELECTRIC, CO, ENTERGY, LEEWARD RENEWABLE
  - CENEL; CEDENAR, ISA, EEB;
  - HYDRO ONE, ALECTRA UTILITIES;
  - ENERSIS-CHILECTRA, CHILQUINTA;
  - ELECTROPAZ, ENDE, CRE; GRUPO
  - CETEEP, ELECTRONORTE, ELETROSUL, NEOENERGIA-COSERN, COPEL, CPFL,
  - CESP, NEOENERGIA -COELBA,
  - CEMIG, CEPISA, CHESF, ELETROPAULO,
  - NEOENERGIA, CELPE, CEMAT, CEPEL,
  - EDESUR, EPE SANTA FE, EPEC,
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